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Abstract: The relationship between the shape and social use of Greek and Roman theatres has
always been overshadowed by the technical and acoustic analyses of these performance spaces.
Relevant ruins illustrate the relationship between performance typology, acoustics, and construction
development of ancient theatres, which were mainly determined by the requirements of artistic
venues. The music in tragedies and comedies, the dances, and the public speeches performed in the
same places helped to shape the constructions according to the requirements of the events. In addition
to the need to satisfy social and political interactions, the functions of musical performances and
public speeches in theatres were maintained across generations so that they organically coexisted in
both Greek and Roman times. This paper presents new insights into the relationships between sound
and architecture, focusing on the case study of the Greek–Roman theatre of Katane and its evolution
through the centuries. Architectural features have been described in terms of the social functions of
the theatre rather than as mere results of geometric rules. A brief comparison with the neighboring
odeion of Katane and other Greek–Roman theatres has been made regarding destination use.

Keywords: Intangible Heritage; Roman theatre; Greek theatre; historical acoustics; performative
spaces

1. Introduction

The ancient Greeks were probably aware of how the artistic performances and the
acoustics of the spaces were connected. Although the acoustic description of performance
spaces is rarely mentioned in written sources [1], it can be assumed that the Greeks attached
an important value to sound, which applied to social and political events [2]. This supports
the thesis of the unclear function attributed to these public buildings since many functions
coexisted in the same place.

Archaeological evidence provides useful information about the relationship between
the design and social use of ancient theatres, as it helps to reconstruct the context of the
origin of the activities [2,3]. All performances (e.g., music, dance, drama, poetry, sacred
acts) were interrelated and contributed to creating a unique listening experience for the
audience [4].

The Greek theatres that spread in Sicily and throughout the Magna Graecia were
built in areas with mild climates and were generally located on cliffs, taking advantage of
the natural slope of the hills. The hard material used for the finishes and the geometric
features of the open-air theatres determined the optimal acoustic conditions of the live
experiences [5]. Consequently, the acoustic characteristics of this type of construction
could ensure a high level of speech intelligibility and optimal results in terms of acoustic
parameters related to musical (vocal and instrumental) activities, covering even the last
rows of seats [6].
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It cannot be excluded that the development of the spatial configuration of these
performative spaces contributed to the modeling of their intangible aspects. This paper
raises some questions regarding the hypothesis that social meetings could take place in
these spaces in addition to artistic performances. However, some theories also put forward
an idea about the architectural changes of these constructions that could be related to the
evolution of musical culture and performances, although the requirement of space for a
larger number of spectators could be crucial [7].

A case study analyzing the characteristics of a Greek–Roman theatre has been consid-
ered, and the theatre of Katane (the ancient name of modern Catania) has been chosen for
this purpose because it represents one of the few ancient theatres that encompasses the
evolution of the configuration as much as possible.

2. Overview of Greek and Roman Theatre Architecture
2.1. Combination of Construction and Performance

It is unclear where the word “theatre” was first used in history, but ancient Greek
architects and designers were the first to create new forms of architecture based on the
practical needs of plays, music, and dance performances. Over the centuries, this practice
led to constructions with the features we identify today with Greek theatres and, later,
Roman theatres [8].

Originally, the seats, called ikria, the arrangement of which is unclear, were made of
wood. According to graphic representations, in the 5th century BC, they were placed in
the orchestra, a flattened terrace dedicated to dancing. Despite the characteristics of the
orchestra, the spectators had the habit of sitting on the natural slope of the hill (theatron),
which was called “the viewing area” [9]. The change from wooden to stone seats seems
to have taken place in the 4th century BC, when the front seats (proedria), dedicated to
eminent figures of the society, were placed closer to the performance, followed by more
stone steps erected to cover the natural slope, called koilon (literally, “hollow”), for the rest
of the audience [2].

It should be remembered that the plan layout of the first koilon had a slingshot shape,
which was not based on any particular geometry since the stone steps took the natural shape
of the hill. An example of this is the ancient theatre of Thorikos (now Lavrio), the world’s
oldest Greek stone theatre (6th century BC). Because of the mining of silver-bearing lead,
the population of this small town was largely made up of miners [10]. No document proves
whether the shape of the theatre was unfinished; however, the northern extension and the
entrances on the west and east, which took place in the 4th century BC, may indicate that
the shape was slowly taking place in accordance with the needs of social events. Figure 1
shows how the configuration of the stone rows mimicked the geomorphological profile
of the hill. A similar case would be the theatre of Aitolian Makyneia, where the existing
remains of 14 rows of seats, showing a so-called curvilinear arrangement, cannot confirm
the geometrical structure of the koilon since some blocks have shifted over the centuries [11].

The adaptation of the other elements was gradually developed, based on the require-
ments of the performance [2]. The emergence of the vertical surface behind the action was
represented by a wooden panel, which was changed to a cloth curtain (skene) in 465 BC to
hide changing of costumes and masks from view [1]. The change between wooden and
cloth backdrop is not clear: with the development of Sophocles’ tragedies, the skene was
a rigid wooden panel, which was subsequently transformed into a solid roofed building
because of its sound-reflecting properties [9]. For social purposes, the roof was also used
as a podium for public speeches, reminiscent of the ancient podium (bema) of the Pnyx in
Athens, where political speeches were delivered to very large audiences [2].
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Figure 1. Overhead view of the Greek theatre in Thorikos. 
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the actors were in a different part of the theatre [1]. In 425 BC, the extension of the skene 
on the two side walls (paraskenia) was realized and provided the doorways to hallow the 
actors' entrances (parodoi) and exits (eisodoi) [2]. The auxiliary doors behind the stage were 
useful to allow movements, especially when the drama required closing the central door, 
as was the case in several tragedies by Sophocles and Euripides. 

The arrangement of the steps in the koilon was such that each spectator could perceive 
the direct and reflected sound, depending on the position of the sound source, as shown 
in Figure 2. It should be reminded that the raised stage was closely related to the innova-
tion of dramaturgy [2], in particular to the introduction of a third actor in the tragedies, 
which resulted in the shift of the acting center from the orchestra to the proskenion. This 
phenomenon occurred mainly in the Hellenistic period. 
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of ray tracing during the evolution of the Greek theatre. Direct 
and reflected sound waves based on the position of the sound source: closer to the audience (a), far 
from the audience (b), closer to the skene (c), and on the raised stage (d). 

Figure 1. Overhead view of the Greek theatre in Thorikos.

Theatrical performances and music festivals were divided into different categories,
such as the scenic festivals (dramatic, from drama), to include the theatrical performances
and the thymelic (from thymele, as the altar of Dionysus was called) events, characterized by
the use of aulos and kithara, which mainly represent the religious aspect of the spectacles.
On this basis, each specific performance required a particular organization of the space
in which the action took place: when the thymele was in the center of the orchestra, the
actors were in a different part of the theatre [1]. In 425 BC, the extension of the skene on the
two side walls (paraskenia) was realized and provided the doorways to hallow the actors’
entrances (parodoi) and exits (eisodoi) [2]. The auxiliary doors behind the stage were useful
to allow movements, especially when the drama required closing the central door, as was
the case in several tragedies by Sophocles and Euripides.

The arrangement of the steps in the koilon was such that each spectator could perceive
the direct and reflected sound, depending on the position of the sound source, as shown
in Figure 2. It should be reminded that the raised stage was closely related to the innova-
tion of dramaturgy [2], in particular to the introduction of a third actor in the tragedies,
which resulted in the shift of the acting center from the orchestra to the proskenion. This
phenomenon occurred mainly in the Hellenistic period.
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The Romans adopted the theatrical culture when the tragedies had almost reached the
end of their splendor, although they were still part of the artistic program. New types of
entertainment were developed in Roman theatres, including comedies and satyr plays, as
well as dances and songs [12]. Regarding the elements of theatre staging and architectural
references, Vitruvius, in his De Architectura (Book 5, paragraph 6, line 8), recommends that
each type of performance requires specific decorations, which are summarized below:

• Tragedy was distinguished by a setting consisting of columns, statues, and other
similar elements;

• Comedy was characterized by images and forms of private houses with balconies
and windows;

• Satire was characterized by floral decorations and the depiction of mountains and
caves typical of rural areas.

Despite the diversity of stage dressing, the Romans gave the theatre a uniform shape
based on geometric and structural rules [13]. Vitruvius (1st century BC), in his treatise on
architecture, discussed in detail the rules for improving the acoustics of the theatre [14].
According to these rules, the cavea should be semicircular, and the total height of the steps
should be equal to the height of the scenic building; the length of the scenic building should
be twice the diameter of the orchestra; the height of the podium should be 1/12 of the
diameter of the orchestra; the velarium was important for shading the seating area during
the day [15]. As he points out in Book 5 of his treatise, his approach is rooted in a long
tradition that goes back to the “ancients,” including the mathematical theorists. He explains
the following:

«Hence, following the example of nature, the ancient architects perfected the gradual
ascent of theatrical seats by studying the path of the ascending voice; and with the aid
of the canon theory of mathematicians and the ratio of music, they sought to bring each
voice uttered on the stage to the ears of the spectators with greater clarity and sweetness.
For just as musical instruments (organa) reach perfection in the clarity of the sound of
their notes by means of bronze cases or sound boxes made of horn, so also the theoretical
principles (ratiocinationes) of theatrical buildings were developed according to the
science of harmonics in order to increase the power of the voice» [15].

2.2. Some Considerations on the Acoustics Features of Greek and Roman Theatres

The Romans changed the layout of the theatres built by the Greeks. This phenomenon
is especially interesting in Sicily. The theatre in Tyndaris, built around the 4th century
BC [16], is considered an example. The need for sporting competitions, which consisted of
fights between gladiators and wild animals, was the main reason for lowering the level
of the Greek orchestra by 0.9 m [17], as shown in Figure 3. In addition, the need to build a
podium 2.5 m high contributed to the destruction of the first four rows of steps.
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Another Greek theatre in Sicily, modified by Romans, was built in the city of Syracuse
in the 5th century BC. The archaic configuration from the 6th century BC, which was
trapezoidal and shaped the natural slope of the hill, was transformed into a semicircular
layout in the 3rd century BC [18]. For the performance of the farses, a wooden stage was
erected, supported by six short two-sided columns, on which the actors appeared wearing
grotesque masks that ridiculed the characters they played. Since the curtains were to be
moved from below, an empty box 3.0 m deep was hewn into the rock below the orchestra
floor [19], as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Aerial view of the theatre in Syracuse.

The theatre in Syracuse was widened by the tyrant Hieron II, who enlarged the cavea to
accommodate up to 15,000 spectators, while the Romans built a scenic building according
to the rules of Vitruvius, which was to be equipped with three doors (a so-called regia in
the center, and two lateral hospitalia) [20].

While many other Roman theatres in southern Italy were built on Greek models,
the structure of the theatre was developed by the Romans and replicated in other cities
of the imperial territory. The present conditions of the Roman and Greek theatres are
comparable in acoustic response, being in a ruinous state determined by the absence of
architectural constructions, such as the scenic building, the ambulatory, and the upper
cavea [21]. However, comparisons between the existing conditions and the original forms
of the theatres have already been evaluated by researchers based on numerical simulations
created using digital models [22,23].

As the examples show, the Roman theatre of Verona, shown in Figure 5 and considered
one of the most representative in northern Italy, and the Greek theatre of Tyndaris, have
already been introduced. In the literature [22,23], similar results are attributed to the
deterioration of the constructions and their damaged state, which significantly worsens
the optimal conditions for live performances. The acoustics of Roman theatres were more
reverberant due to the closed configuration of the volumes, characterized by the ambulatory
crowning of the outer perimeter, than the multiple orders of the scenic building reaching
the total height of the cavea [24].
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3. A Case Study in Sicily: The Sonic Heritage of the Greek–Roman Theatre and the
Odeion in Katane

In Sicily, as well as throughout the Mediterranean, theatres became one of the preferred
expressions of monumental architecture during the late Classical and Hellenistic periods,
with many open-air theatres such as Taormina, Segesta, Syracuse, and Katane considered
the most representative [25]. Written sources indicate the existence of theatres in Katane
from the 5th century BC [26]. Specifically, Frontinus [27] refers to a speech by Alcibiades
in the theatre of Akragas on the occasion of the Athenian expedition in 415. However, the
same episode is also reported by Thucydides [28], who instead refers to how Alcibiades
tried to persuade his soldiers in the theatre of Katane [29,30] to fight against Syracuse [31].
This episode could be reliable since it was common in Sicily to hold assemblies in such
public places, and there is evidence that a separate place was used for public speeches
in Katane in the 5th century BC. The existence of a theatre in Katane is also attested by a
straight wall and the monogram KATA(NA) on various limestone blocks representing the
trapezoidal koilon of an original 5th-century BC Greek enclosure [32].

3.1. The Theatrical Structure and Its Development

The theatre structure in Katane underwent significant changes during the imperial
period, as local elites wanted to invest in a structure for spectacles. Archaeological evidence
suggests that the Roman rulers, particularly in Katane, significantly remodeled the former
theatre building, removing the blocks of the earlier structure and building a more functional
space specifically designed for musical performances [33].

The odeion was a smaller building, called by Romans a theatrum tectum, because it had
a roofed structure [33] that provided better physical conditions for singing. Considering
the widespread use of this structure throughout the Mediterranean, the odeion built in
the Roman period in Katane could show (Figure 6) that the acoustic features of the Greek
theatre could not meet the requirements of musical culture. Scholars, such as Izenour [34],
stated that from an acoustic perspective, the odeia in their original form were more suitable
than theatres for listening to solo or chamber music performances. Although it is difficult
to define due to the lack of evidence, it can be assumed that ancient architects designed
the odeia to meet the innovative requirements of increasing the sound level of musical
instruments, especially in the Roman period. Although the reason that led to the roofing of
the odeia is unclear, it cannot be excluded that the design of these small, roofed buildings
evolved from larger Greek open-air theatres to create more suitable conditions for speech
and music events [35].
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The morphological evolution of the earlier theatre in Katane can be traced, as can the
concomitant evolution of its use and functions. The theatre built by the Greeks was a south-
facing construction of limestone, with the koilon resting on the slope of the Acropolis [33].
Other Greek ruins were found under the parodoi, in the orchestra, and near the ambulatories
below the Roman theatre. Moreover, the blocks of the first step of the ima cavea, made of
white marble, also date from the Greek period [33].

As for form, the koilon (the auditorium) in the theatre of Katane consisted of a
horseshoe-shaped floor plan composed of steps on which the spectators could sit. All
the wedged-shaped sectors were called kerkides and were separated by radial stairs (kli-
makes). The steps sectors were interrupted by horizontal corridors (diazomata) that divided
the koilon into three areas: low, middle, and high. There are nine wedged-shaped sectors of
the koilon, divided by eight stairs. The first rows of seats, represented by marble thrones
(proedria), were occupied by magistrates, ambassadors, and aristocrats [30].

The actors entered the orchestra through uncovered corridors (parodoi). The first stage
set consisted of a curtain (skene), while the first design of a scenic building was a cubic room
with a flat roof, used by the actors for changing costumes. Later, the scenic building design
was extended by two rooms on the sides; the structural walls were made of bricks and
covered with marble sheets. Moreover, the facade of the scenic building was decorated with
granite columns of the first order, 5.1 m high. The two uppermost orders are characterized
by columns on tall pedestals decorated with dolphins and other animal motifs [36]. With the
development of the scenic building, the stage also changed. At first, the actors performed
in the orchestra, a space with a 29 m diameter. Later, when the scenic building was provided
with lateral constructions (paraskene), they performed on a raised stage (logheion).

On this basis, the architectural development of the theatre of Katane could be redefined
depending on the need to optimize the seating capacity and the visual experience, but also
with better acoustics in accordance with the arrival of new theatrical performances [25].
The development of form and function followed the need for spatial separation between
performers and spectators, as well as the requirements for visibility and intelligibility
of speeches and music. The function of Katane theatre was so important that it was a
major gathering place for public and civic purposes, as well as for athletic competitions. It
cannot be ruled out that the theatre of Katane was used only for meetings and theatrical
performances during the Roman period since an appropriate building for listening to music
had been erected in the immediate vicinity of the theatre. The odeion was primarily suitable
for musical performances and song recitals, which were mainly aimed at a select audience
consisting mainly of aristocrats [34].
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3.2. Architectural Elements Added by the Romans to Improve the Reverberation

Katane became part of the Roman territory in 263 BC. The Romans changed the city
centre, erecting new public buildings and changing the theatre based on Greek foundations.
For this reason, it is difficult to determine the dimensions of the original ground plan,
although research studies on theatres built in the same period in Greece and Sicily can help
to reconstruct some hypotheses [30]. After the Romans took over the Greek theatre, it was
adapted to Roman needs, keeping its original use as a public and sacred place. A new
construction phase dates back to the 1st century BC when Augustus appointed the citizens
of Katane as Roman cives as part of the Roman Empire [33].

The Romans used opus cementicium as a construction technique to erect tall buildings
with different levels. In Katane, three ambulatories (ambulacra) are connected by stairs and
provided with accesses (vomitoria) to the different sectors of the cavea. While the first two
ambulatories are underground, the third has windows that filter natural light and provide
spectacular effects, as shown in the reconstructed section in Figure 7. The openings of
the third ambulacrum are framed by squared columns supporting semi-circular arches that
support the vault at the intersection with corridors [33]. The use of the arch allowed the
Romans to realize agile structures. On this basis, the external façade was decorated by
different orders of columns.
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Figure 7. The digitally reconstructed elevation of the Roman theatre of Catania. Credit to D. Malfitana et al.,
2016 [34].

The new stage (pulpitum) was raised more than 1 m from the orchestra level in the
4th century AD and built on the old stage from the 1st century AD, as revealed by a 1991
archaeological excavation [37]. The construction of the pulpitum corresponds to the last
phase of the theatre’s life and consists of square and circular niches. In the same period,
the parodoi were covered and connected to the scenic building, where the balconies of the
aristocrats (tribunalia) were constructed above these corridors [37]. The koilon was called
cavea by the Romans and was divided into horizontal strips by semi-circular corridors
(praecinctiones). In particular, the ima cavea consisted of 21 steps, while the summa cavea
of 12 steps, as shown in Figure 8, with a total capacity of about 7000 spectators. The
architectural structure at the top level (porticus in summa gradatione), which crowns the
summa cavea, was to be supported by columns and consisted of doors and windows placed
alternatively. The cavea with these additional constructions had an external diameter of
98 m and was divided into sectors by semicircular structural walls (maeniana) built under
the steps.
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The scenic building was modified in the Roman period by shaping the stones of the
doors and creating two diagonal corridors, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Lateral door of the scenic building modified by the Romans (1st c. AC).

The horizontal decoration of the beams belonging to the scenic building was char-
acterized by floral motifs. The floor of the orchestra was covered by the Romans with
multi-coloured marble sheets made with the construction technique called opus sectile. The
design of the floor consisted of circles of granite inscribed in squares and executed with
precious marble. During the restoration works, some marble tiles were replaced with white
ones without respecting the original geometry and design [38].

Along the first step of the cavea in the theatre of Katane, there is the euripo, a semi-
circular ring lowered from the orchestra level and used to collect rainwater [6]. Near the
euripo, vertical sheets of precious marble served as a parapet (balteum) of the seats for
the aristocracy (proedria). The development of the theatre of Katane as a solid stone-clad
structure may have allowed the architects to focus their studies on acoustics so that sound
and voice should reach the last rows of seats. A balance between reverberation and speech
intelligibility is the core of the acoustics developed by the Greeks and deepened a few
centuries later by Vitruvius [14].

The details laid down by Vitruvius also concerned the characteristics of the orchestra,
which was to be flat and covered with hard material instead of grass [39] to improve
reverberation in all parts of the koilon [40], although dancing on the tiled floor of the
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orchestra was not easy. The skene, as a solid structure behind the actors, increased the
sound envelopment due to the strong reflections coming from the vertical surfaces. A good
example of this is the theatre of Epidaurus, part of the sanctuary of Asclepius. With a cavea,
which should be equal to the height of the scenic building, Vitruvius’ architectural rules
seem to apply to Katane’s theatre building as well. The addition of a porch to the summa
cavea also had the function of increasing reverberation [14]. According to the literature [41],
the resonance system described by Vitruvius agrees with the distribution of tones attested
in the musical documents of the imperial age. It is possible that the architects and designers
in the theatre of Katane applied the principles of mathematical architecture of musical and
sound proportions described by Vitruvius to achieve a perfect correspondence between
theoretical principles (ratiocinationes) and practical expertise (fabrica) [14], as discussed in
the previous section.

4. Soundscape Archaeology of the Performative Spaces in Katane

Special attention can be paid to the development of the theatrical structure in Katane
and its places of performance. A connection can also include acoustic evolution and its role
in the transformation process. Based on current discoveries, it is difficult to understand
whether the acoustic features were part of an advanced architectural design that responded
to the needs of accommodating a larger number of spectators.

In the 6th and 5th centuries BC, the theatre spaces in Sicily were mainly associated with
sacred cults and ritual performances [42]. Theatrical spaces were suitable for both musical
events performed in sacred contexts by poets and musicians, such as Stesichoros (7th–6th
century BC) [43], and for dancers, such as the Sicilian aulete Andron of Katane (5th century
BC), who began to use body movements to give expressiveness to their performances.
Theophrastus [44] reports that Andron first set rhythmic movements of the human body
to pipe music. As a result, the verb sikelizein was synonymous with dance (orcheisthai).
This connection must have had some plausibility, confirming the link between Sicily and
dance [32].

Very interesting is the finding of bone fragments from auloi in the theatre of Katane [45].
Similar to other archaeological findings in Sicily [46], this wind instrument may have helped
to “mark” the soundscape of the performative space in the performative spaces of the an-
cient city. Despite its relevance to soundscape archaeology, no study has focused on the
physical and acoustic properties of musical instruments in a theatrical space. International
research studies that have attempted to investigate the organological [47] and technologi-
cal [48] properties of auloi still lack an adequate connection between the sound perception
of these instruments and the acoustic features of theatrical structures.

This analysis could contribute to understanding how musical instruments were shaped
based on the listeners’ sound experiences in a performative space [49]. In addition, clay
figurines of female aulos players and dancers depicted on vases 1 from the Classical and
Hellenistic periods were found in the theatrical area of Katane. This provides further
evidence that musical events and dances associated with sacred activities were performed
in the theatre [50]. However, the development of the theatre and the odeion in Katane during
the Roman period reveals that architectural design can influence the acoustics of a space
intended for specific performances [51].

5. Historical Acoustics of Ancient Performative Spaces

Sounds are not often considered in archaeology because they leave no trace. However,
sound represents an important aspect of ancient life. It can be investigated using a new
approach to archaeological methodology [51] since acoustic aspects are detectable in the
archaeological records [52]. It seems surprising that important public spaces of antiquity,
such as performative spaces or theatrical structures, have so far been studied almost
exclusively with a focus on their visual function. Since antiquity, the combination of space,
dance, and sound has been characteristic of performative practices, emphasizing the role
of acoustics in shaping the volume. The setting of theatrical structures was created for
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performative and multisensory activities in which music, dance, and other sonic events
played an important role [53].

Structures, decorations, and the surrounding landscape of the theatre buildings were
the best ingredients for creating specific acoustic characteristics that influenced the per-
ception of the performances. The soundscapes of these places were composed of songs,
music, recitations, and vocal utterances. Based on archaeological findings in Katane, the
architectural components were adapted depending on the evolution of music, including
song and dance practices.

Nowadays, it is common practice to recognize ancient theatres as embodied spaces
based on the way sound physically responds to these architectural structures [54], but the
discussion on the correlation between acoustics and architectural shape is still open, in-
cluding any association with performance, social and sensory interactions [55]. In addition,
research on the social utility of ancient spaces would address acoustics to provide new
insights into the connection between sound and architecture. On this basis, exploring the
fundamental properties of sound in the context of performing arts spaces allows acoustics
to gain new insights into the social utility of sound in these spaces. Furthermore, exploring
the relationship between acoustic and auditory (intangible) aspects could have a positive
impact on a deeper understanding of these tangible constructions.

6. Discussions

Current research on archaeo-acoustics, soundscape, and archaeo-musicology poses
numerous hypotheses about the historical acoustics of ancient theaters. Because of its
multidisciplinary nature, the study of sound in theatrical contexts should encompass many
disciplines ranging from auditory to archaeology to physics and acoustics.

Each of these areas presents numerous challenges in terms of the choice of the method-
ology and the approach since, in archaeo-acoustics, the variation in results depends on the
methodology used for data collection. Archaeo-acoustics has always been characterized
by computational approaches and modeling. However, from a soundscape perspective, it
«can be considered as a contextual experience of spaces, and auditory perception as one of the ways
in which people made sense of their world» [56]. As Shannon Mattern has argued, «opening
the ears during archaeological investigation allows us to recognize that human experience is, and
always has been, multisensory and that ancient spaces have long functioned, either accidentally or
intentionally, as resonant chambers and transmission media for sonic activity—for public address,
interpersonal communication, ritual or musical performance» [57].

Although soundscapes have been discussed extensively at the theoretical level and form
a basis for many archaeo-acoustical studies, historical acoustics has received little attention
in archaeological research. This is due to the conceptualization of soundscapes, which is
understood differently by each field and even by archaeology and acoustical science.

While acoustic research methods usually focus on physical aspects of sound, cultural
and performative contexts should also be explored, which are crucial to an anthropological
approach to studying sound in archaeology. The soundscape is influenced by a combination
of anthropological data located in an audible and an acoustic space. It is important to
keep in mind that sounds, performances, and music were more than mere channels of
communication: they contributed to the education of individuals, as they represented
constructive activities and sacred practices.

Sounds and auditory experiences have been ubiquitous throughout time and in all
cultures. Therefore, when archaeology deals with historical acoustics, it is possible to
use sensory methodologies to answer anthropological questions in the context of cultural
heritage [58].

A common methodological feature of most research studies dealing with historical
acoustics is the presence of acoustic measurements and acoustic simulations in the cases
studied. As far as measurements are concerned, the work of researchers should be appreci-
ated, as the implementation of standardized measurement protocols in sites that are often
difficult to access and present problems of operability is a major challenge. By applying
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qualitative and quantitative methods to studying ancient performative spaces, it is possible
to investigate both the past and present soundscapes of sites using binaural recordings that
reflect the original performance.

Historical acoustic approaches can link technical concerns with heritage conservation
and management and provide new insights into understanding the past [59]. This would be
a valuable benchmark for looking at the subject from different perspectives and highlighting
the connection between the sound that permeates the spaces and their social functions.
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